Detecting Dementia from Repetition in Conversational Data of Regular Monitoring Service
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Abstract
Language dysfunctions are recognized as prominent signs of dementia, and previous computational studies have shown that measuring such dysfunctions can serve as a sensitive index of cognitive decline. These features of measuring language dysfunctions have been investigated in conversational data collected during neuropsychological tests but not in data collected during daily conversations. In this study, we used data obtained from a daily monitoring service for eight elderly people, including two who had been reported as having dementia, and investigated the features that characterize repetition in conversations on different days as well as single conversations on the same day. Through the analyses, we found that features for measuring repetition significantly increase for dementia patients in terms of topic and words. The results suggest that using the repetition features over the regular conversational data is a promising approach for detecting dementia sufferers.
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1. Introduction
As the world’s elderly population increases, the number of people living with dementia is rising rapidly, making dementia an increasingly serious health and social problem (Prince et al., 2013). Globally, around 47 million people were living with dementia in 2015, corresponding to about 7.6% of the world’s over-65-year-olds (Prince et al., 2013). Although dementia is the fifth-largest cause of death in high-income countries, it incurs the highest annual global cost to manage (estimated to be as high as US$818 billion) because patients require constant and costly care for years (Dolgin, 2016; Prince et al., 2015). Japan is one high-income country facing a severe aging problem. The prevalence of dementia for persons 65 years or older is estimated at around 15%, and the annual cost spent on care for dementia patients was around US$120 billion (14.5 trillion JPY) in 2014 (Shikimoto et al., 2016).

Technological innovations in monitoring services for older adults as well as dementia care are expected to help people with dementia and their carers. These include diagnostic, monitoring, assistive, therapeutic, and carer supporting technologies (Livingston et al., 2017). In particular, interest is growing in technologies for early diagnosis as a possible way of improving dementia care because of recent failures in both clinical trials and laboratory work (Sperling et al., 2011). However, many people with dementia remain undiagnosed, and diagnostic coverage worldwide remains low (Prince et al., 2016). Even in high-income countries, only 40-50% of dementia sufferers have received a diagnosis (Prince et al., 2016). For example, only 45% of dementia sufferers in the United States have received clinical cognitive evaluations (Kotagal et al., 2015).

Timely diagnosis is a prerequisite for good dementia care and helps people benefit from interventions, social support, and treatments. From this perspective, monitoring technology able to detect early signs of dementia in everyday situations might have great potential for supporting earlier diagnosis. Available published work has shown the usefulness of monitoring technologies for inferring an individual’s state, such as stress (Lu et al., 2012), and mental fatigue (Yamada and Kobayashi, 2017a; Yamada and Kobayashi, 2017b); assessing behavioral characteristics, such as sleep quality (Rahman et al., 2015) and activities (Cook, 2010); and screening for diseases, such as bipolar disorder (Faurholt-Jepsen et al., 2016) and Parkinson’s diseases (Tsanas et al., 2010). However, dementia remains difficult to detect from data collected on a daily basis for various reasons, such as people misconstruing the symptoms as a normal part of ageing.

One of the most promising ways to assess the health of dementia patients in everyday situations is identifying the evolution of language change over the course of dementia’s progression. Although the most typical symptom of dementia is memory impairment due to the medial temporal lobe shrinking (Kirshner, 2012; MacKay et al., 2008), dementia is characterized by a decline from a previously attained level of performance in one or more cognitive domains such as memory, learning, executive function, and language (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). As for language function, both retrospective analyses and prospective cohort studies have shown that language problems are prevalent dating from presymptomatic periods (Van Velzen and Garrard, 2008; Oulhaj et al., 2009). In addition, studies on pathologically proven Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients have shown that they exhibited significant language changes such as syntactic simplification and impairments in lexico-semantic processing at the time of diagnosis (Ahmed et al., 2012; Ahmed et al., 2013).

Previous computational studies attempted to characterize such language dysfunctions by using acoustic, prosodic, and linguistic features extracted from data gathered while participants performed neuropsychological tests from people with various forms of cognitive/psychiatric impairments (RaPID-2), Dimitrios Kokkinakis (ed.)
Dementia patients tend to reduce the tempo of and articulation rates in their speech (Hoffmann et al., 2010). These reductions have been measured by phonemes per second in patients’ speech. Dementia patients also tend to reduce the expressiveness of their speech. This reduction has been characterized by using linguistic features such as the decrease in adjective proportion and indices related to vocabulary richness (Bucks et al., 2000; Chinaei et al., 2017). These features have been extracted from spontaneous speech data during neuropsychological tests such as image descriptions, which might be useful for characterizing everyday conversations (Tomoeda et al., 1996; Fraser et al., 2016; Chinaei et al., 2017). Studies have recently started investigating whether these language dysfunctions observed in neurodegenerative diseases including dementia can be extracted in conditions close to those of everyday life and have garnered increasing attention (Masrani et al., 2017; Shinkawa and Yamada, 2018b; Shinkawa and Yamada, 2018a). However, these studies remain limited, and further research is required to detect dementia from language data gathered from everyday situations such as social media posts, family conversations, and conversations during monitoring services for older adults.

In this study, we analyzed conversational data of older adults with and without dementia obtained from a regular monitoring service for elderly people in Japan. We focused on repetition in conversations on different days in addition to single conversations on the same day on the basis of previous observational and descriptive studies that reported atypical repetitions as one of the prominent characteristics observed in dementia patients in everyday conversations (Cook et al., 2009). The analyses revealed that features for measuring repetition of both words and topics on different days increase for people with dementia compared with controls.

2. Materials & Methods

To gain insight into how dementia affects language features extracted from daily conversations, we analyzed conversational data collected in a regular monitoring service for elderly people. For the language features, we focused on topic and word repetition in separate conversations. In this section, we first describe the conversational data we used for analysis. We next explain how to calculate features to capture topic and word repetition on different days.

2.1. Conversational data from a regular monitoring service

We used conversational data obtained from the regular monitoring service for elderly people provided by Co-cocolomi Co., Ltd. (http://cocolomi.net/). Their service is intended to help families living separately to catch up on the lives of their older members. A communicator calls elderly people once or twice a week and encourages them to talk.

Figure 1: Overflow of regular monitoring service. A communicator calls an elderly customer once or twice a week, transcribes the conversations, and e-mails the transcripts to family members. We analyzed the conversation transcripts this service provided.

Table 1: Specifications of conversational data of participants provided by the regular monitoring service.
about their daily life. The conversation is transcribed by the
communicator and e-mailed to the family members (Figure 1). The communicator typically transcribes the conversa-
tion in a spoken word format omitting incomplete words
and fillers.

We used the transcribed texts collected from eight Japanese
people (five females and three males aged 66-89 years, i.e.,
82.37 ± 5.91 years old). Two of them were reported by
their families as suffering from dementia. Table 1 shows the
duration the service was used the number of the re-
ported calls, the average duration of each call, and the aver-
age word length of each report. In total, 458,738 words in
772 documents were used for the analysis. All reports were
written in Japanese.

For preprocessing, we performed word segmentation, part-
of-speech tagging, and word lemmatization on the tran-
scribed texts. Required part-of-speech words were ex-
tracted from the transcribed texts, and predefined stop
words were eliminated. We used the Japanese morphologi-
cal analyzer MeCab (Kudo, 2005).

2.2. Feature related to topic repetition on different days

To obtain a feature related to topic repetition, we first ex-
tacted \( N \) topics from conversational data of three succes-
sive phone calls that were arranged in time sequence of data
collection date during the monitoring service. We then cal-
culated topic repetition by using topic similarities between
the two sets of conversational data. To extract topics, we used latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), an unsupervised Bayesian probabilistic model commonly used in text analysis (Blei et al., 2003). It assumes that all
documents are probabilistically generated from a set of \( N \)
topics, where each topic is a multinomial distribution over
the words \( \beta \) and the documents are a mixture of these
topics \( \theta \). LDA assumes every document in the corpus is
generated using the following generative process:

1. A document specific topic distribution \( \theta_c \sim Dir(\alpha) \)
   is drawn,

   2. and for the \( i \)th word in the document; a topic assign-
   ment \( z_i \sim \theta_c \) is drawn, and a word \( w_i \sim \beta_{z_i} \) is drawn and
   observed.

For any given data, LDA automatically infers the latent
document distribution \( \theta_c \) for each document \( c \in D \) and the
topic distribution \( \beta_k \) for each of the \( k = \{1,\ldots,N\} \) topics.
The probability of the \( i \)th word in a document \( c \) is:

\[
p(w_i, \theta_c) = \sum_k p(w_i | \beta_k) p(z_i = (k|\theta_c)).
\]

Two sets of conversational data for calculating topic simi-
larities were picked as two to six conversational data sep-
ated. Topic similarity was measured as cosine similarity of
the word probability vectors for each topic, and the word
probabilities less than 0.001 were padded with zero. Topic
similarities were calculated for all possible combinations of
topics extracted from different set of conversational data,
and their maximum values were used as measures of topic
repetition. The \( N \) was set to 5 in this study.

2.3. Features related to word repetition on same day and different days

To quantify the word repetition behavior, previous computa-
tional studies focused on sentence similarities such as cal-
culating the cosine distance between each pair of sentences
in a conversation (Fraser et al., 2016). In this study, we fo-
cused on the feature of vocabulary richness as word repe-
tition could result in a small number of distinct words be-
ing used in a conversation (Manschreck et al., 1981).
Vocabulary richness was calculated by three typical mea-
sures (Bucks et al., 2000; Honoré, 1979): type-token ratio
(TTR), Brunet’s index (B1), and Honoré’s statistic (HS).
TTR is computed by dividing the total number of words

\[
\text{Type-Token Ratio} = \frac{\text{Number of unique words}}{\text{Total number of words}}
\]
Figure 3: Appearance and interval of featured words in conversation. Featured words were translated from Japanese into English. Matrix with grey cells shows the word appearance in each conversation. The conversational data indices are ordered in time sequence from left to right. Red bars show the intervals between words.

(N) into the number of different word types (U). By using the same U and N, BI is also defined as BI=N^U^{-0.165}. Unlike with other measures related to vocabulary richness, the vocabulary richness becomes greater as BI becomes smaller. HS gives particular importance to unique vocabulary items used only once (Nuni). HS is defined as HS=100 \log N/(1 - N_{uni}/U). Previous studies reported that HS relatively showed a higher discrimination power than other measures for detecting dementia (Fraser et al., 2016). Therefore, we focused on HS and used its inversed number as a measure of repetition.

3. Results

We investigated how topics in conversations in regular monitoring services differed between older adults with and without dementia. We applied LDA to conversational data of each participant and obtained pairs of topics and word probability vectors. We obtained 1,240 word probability vectors represented in 795 dimensions. We investigated the similarities of the word probability vectors extracted from the conversations of each individual throughout the period of the monitoring service. To this end, we used the method of t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008), which is widely used for visualizing high-dimensional datasets. Specifically, it models each high-dimensional object by two- or three-dimensional points in such way that similar objects are modeled by nearby points and dissimilar objects are modeled by distant points. Figure 2A shows the two-dimensional representation of the word probability vectors. The topics extracted from the conversation of participants with dementia are localized near each other in each participant. This could be considered to be because similar topics appear more frequently in conversations of individuals with dementia than in conversations of those without.

We next quantified such topic similarities by using the topic-repetition feature between conversations on different days. We investigated if the feature shows the difference between individuals with and without dementia. The feature was measured by using an effect size (Cohen’s d) (Nakagawa and Cuthill, 2007). For Cohen’s d, a 0.8 effect size is large, 0.5 medium, and 0.2 small. We observed that the feature extracted from the conversations of individuals with dementia was significantly higher than that extracted
from the conversations of individuals without (effect size of 3.46, 95% CI 3.25-3.67; Figure 2B). Topic repetition as the behavior of dementia sufferers might be captured in conversations of the daily monitoring service.

For a prior investigation of the word-repetition feature, we focused on the repetition interval of the featured words in conversations of two participants with and without dementia. We selected the top ten words on the basis of the word probabilities of topics extracted by LDA. We investigated their intervals between repetitions by calculating the mean duration of each word occurrence. From the results, the mean durations were 9.7 for the control and 4.2 for the participant with dementia (Figure 3). This result indicates that word-repetition intervals in conversations of individuals with dementia might be shorter than those in conversations of controls.

To objectively measure the repetition of words, we investigated word-repetition features in both single conversations on the same day and paired conversations on different days. We observed higher repetition in conversations of individuals with dementia than in conversations of those without in both single and paired conversational data (effect size of 1.58, 95% CI 1.28-1.88 for single conversation and effect size of 2.67, 95% CI 2.10-3.24 for paired conversation; Figure 4). The difference was larger in paired conversational data, which suggests that monitoring word repetition in conversations on different days may help to detect signs of dementia in daily life.

4. Conclusion

We investigated word and topic repetition in daily conversations as a sensitive index of cognitive decline in dementia. We focused on repetition in conversations on different days in addition to single conversations on the same day on the basis of previous observational and descriptive studies that reported atypical repetitions as one of the prominent characteristics observed in dementia patients in everyday conversations.

We investigated topic- and word-repetition features by using conversational data obtained from a regular monitoring service. First, we visualized the topic probabilities using t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) to obtain an overview of topic distribution of each participant. Next, we investigated the feature of topic repetition in separate conversations on different days. We observed higher repetitiveness for participants with dementia than those without. This result indicates that the topic-repetition feature was able to capture atypical repetition in daily conversation of participants with dementia. For the word-repetition feature, we first investigated the intervals between the featured words in conversations. The intervals between repeated words were shorter in conversations of participants with dementia than in conversations of those without. Next, we investigated the word-repetition feature in single-day and different-day conversations. We observed the increase in features for measuring repetition in patients with dementia compared to those without both in topic and words. The feature related to repetition in conversations in regular monitoring services might be useful for discriminating individuals with dementia from controls.

One of the limitations in this study was its small number of participants. In future work, we will need to confirm our results on a larger number of participants. Another limitation was the participants’ labels for dementia sufferers and healthy controls. As mentioned in the Materials & Methods section, in this study, the participants’ labels were based on not clinical assessments including dementia types and severities but reports from the participants’ families.
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